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ABSTRACT: Indium gallium nitride nanocubes were syn-
theized via a low-temperature chemical route. Energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction analyses
confirmed the successful fabrication of (In,Ga)N with various
indium mole fractions. The bandgap of the material was
tunded as a function of the indium content. The fabricated
nanocubes showed a deep level photoluminescence emission
at 734 nm as well as in the visible region at 435−520 nm. The
Hall effect measurements showed the hole concentration to
constantly increase from 6.2 × 1016 to 2.3 × 1018 cm−3, while
the hole mobility to decrease from 0.92 to 0.1 cm2 /(V s) as the doping ratio increases from 0.005 to 0.025 cm−3. The solar cell
device made of nanocubes film containing 0.4 indium on flexible substrates showed a short-circuit current density of 12.47 mA/
cm2 and an open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.48 V with 54% fill factor. The relationship between Voc and indium content in the
fabricated films was also investigated.
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Because of their superior physical and chemical properties, III-
nitrides have recently shown a great utility in electronic and
optoelectronic applications.1 Among the III-nitride compound
semiconductors, the InGaN ternary alloy system has drawn a
lot of interest because its direct band gap that can be tunded
from 3.4 eV for GaN to 0.7 eV for InN. Consequently, InGaN
can be a suitable candidate for the design of high-efficiency
optoelectronic devices that operate in the IR, visible, and UV
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.2 Although a plethora
of growth methods are frequently being explored to synthesize
III-nitrides, including molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)3 and
metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD),4 the
growth of high quality InGaN is still challenging, mainly due to
the large differences in the lattice constants and binding
energies of GaN and InN. In this regard, nanostructured InN
and GaN have been synthesized by ammonolysis,5 laser
ablation,6 and numerous other methods7 from their respective
oxides,8 halides9 or pure metals.9,10 However, these methods
are proven inappropriate for the synthesis of InxGa1−xN
particles, as they cannot be directly prepared by merely mixing
their starting precursors. For instance, the lowest temperature
(900 °C) at which GaN particles can be synthesized from the
reaction of Ga2O3 with ammonia is impractical because InN
already decomposes in ammonia atmosphere at lower temper-
ature. Also, InN is generally prepared in the temperature range
600−730 °C via the reaction of In2O3 and ammonia.8 Although
several studies have been reported on the synthesis of (Al,Ga)N
nanoparticles,11 only one study on hexagonal In1−xGaxN

particles has been reported.12 This can be understood based
on the fact that the cubic phase of III-nitrides is a metastable
phase. However, because of the relatively narrower bandgap of
cubic InGaN that makes it appropriate for light emitting diode
(LED) and solar cell applications,13 further studies and novel
fabrication methods are still urgently needed.
In this study, a novel and low temperature chemical route is

explored to produce indium galium nitride nanocubes on
flexible substrates under atmospheric pressure conditions,
which are very difficulte to be produced using conventionally
known techniques. In order to achieve this geometry, the ratio
of indium added to GaN was controlled, which possibly
influenced the resulting energy gap. To examine the potential
application of the synthesized nanostctures, they have been
used to fabricate flexible solar cell devices.
Scheme 1 illustrates the steps used to fabricate indium galium

nitride nanocubes13−16 and their assembly on flexible
substrates. The detailed experimental section can be found in
the Supporting Information.
In an attempt to increase the nitrogen content to yield

InGaN nanocubes (NCs) with enhanced geometric structures,
we added NH4OH and HNO3 to the reaction mixture, followed
by exposing it to UV light for 30 min. For each targeted
composition, III/V ratios were adjusted by controlling the
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reaction temperature and maintaining the flask cycle times in
the water bath at 220 cycle/min. Synthesis times were relatively
constant (12 h), and the NCs were typically grown at low
temperatures to achieve high indium incorporation. The
formation of stable indium can probably be attributed to
these temperature and time requirements. Also, observed was
the dependence of the NCs density on the ratio of HNO3/
NH4OH. Higher ratios were found to promote NCs growth,
whereas lower ratios resulted in low NCs density.
The InGaN NCs were obtained when HNO3 and NH4OH

were added to the solution under 90 °C. The experiments
demonstrate that the presence of oleylamine is key in providing
a strong reducing environment for the thermal decomposition
of In (acac)3 and Ga(acac)3. In addition, oleylamine is used as a
surfactant to produce nanoparticles of large aggregates with a
narrow size distribution. The segregation of nanoparticles is
attained by the decomposition of In(acac)3 and Ga(acac)3 in
Oleylamine, with some clusters remain present. The success of
oleylamine in the preparation InGaN can be attributed to its

weak bonding.17 The results show that the slow growth rate of
InGaN in oleylamine, rather than its inherent fast nucleation
rate, causes the extended size, suggesting that the dimension of
the formed NCs increased with the continuous production of
nuclei.
Figure 1 shows FESEM images of the obtained nanostruc-

tures, indicating the formation of high density nanocubes. Note
that the dimensions of the nanocubes vary with the variation of
the In content. The average length of the fabricated nanocubes
increases from 90 to 150 nm upon increasing the In mole
fraction from 0.2 to 0.4. The size distribution histogram is
shown in Figure 1d. In addition, Figure 1e, f shows
representitive HR-TEM images, confirming the formation of
nanocubes.
The EDX spectra (see the Supporting Information) for the

four samples, synthesized with different In fractions (x = 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, and 0.4), showed the existence of In, Ga, N, O, and C.
The C and O peaks originate from the PET substrate. The
EDX also shows different ratios for In that increase with

Scheme 1. Fabrication Steps Used for the Synthesis of (In,Ga)N Nanocubes
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increasing the x fraction, which is also confirmed by XRD
measurements. Thermal stability differences between Ga−N
and In−N bonds could lead to clustering of indium particles.
Therefore, indium-rich clusters were observed during the
growth process, possibly as a result of the low temperature used
in the experiments.
The InGaN nanocubes were assembled on PET substrates

using the drop casting technique. Figure 2a illustrates the XRD
patterns of the assembled InGaN nanocubes with different
indium mole fractions. The XRD data show the InxGa(1−x)N to
be composed of mixed hexagonal and cubic phases. The
thickness of the InGaN film ranges from 500 to 600 nm. The
high intensity peak at 2θ = 26° corresponds to the PET
substrate,15,18 whereas the peak at 2θ =31.25° indicates h-
InGaN.15,19 As the In content increases, the InxGa(1−x)N peaks
are shifted from that of GaN toward that of InN. Note the c-
InGaN peak at 2θ = 40.28° between InN (200) peak at 39.75°
and GaN (220) peak at 40.42° with x = 0.1.20 Some other
peaks of InxGa(1‑x)N can be seen at 40.20, 40.10. and 40.00°
with x = 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1, respectively, confirming the
crystallinity of the InxGa(1−x)N nanocubes.20 The In content
(x) in InxGa(1−x)N nanocubes was calculated from the XRD
results using the Vegard’s law

=
−

−
x

d d
d d
InGaN GaN

InN GaN (1)

where dInGaN, dGaN, and dInN are interplanear distance
parameters of InGaN, GaN and InN, respectively. The average
crystallite size of the synthesized nanoparticles (DP) was
calculated using Scherrer’s formula,15 see Table 1.

λ
β θ

=D
0.9
cosP

(2)

where DP is the crystal size of nanoparticles, β is the full width
at half-maximum (fwhm) of broadened peak, λ is the
wavelength of incident X-ray = 0.15406 nm, and θ is the
Bragg angle. The InxGa(1−x)N energy band is calculated from eq
3, where the results are listed in Table 1.

= − − − −−E Ga E x E E bx x(ln N) ( ) (1 )x xg 1 GaN GaN InN

(3)

where b (1.43 eV) is the bowing parameter, pertaining the
nonlinear fit of band gap energies, x is the indium ratio
calculated from eq 1.
In addition to the primary peaks, phase separation is

generally recognized as the source of secondary peaks during
XRD or PL measurements. This phenomenon minimizes the
incidence of primary peaks and improves the material’s quality.
In this work, the phase separation showed no effect, possibly
because the indium ratio is ≤0.6, as well as the higher thickness
and the additional gallium species.21

The XRD results also show that III sources increase with
increasing the growth rate, which further diminishes the phase
separation.22 This result indicates that the structure of the
nanocubes is well-established. It can be deduced from the
review of previous and contemporary studies that this is the
first report showing the shift in XRD peaks of c-InGaN
nanostructures synthesized by a chemical method. InGaN-
related main diffraction peaks at 40.28, 40.20, 40.10, and 40.00°
for samples with x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, respectively, were
observed. It is evident from the plots that the observed intensity
increases with increasing the In fraction in the InGaN/PET
samples, which subsequently increases the quality of the
material. Also, the diffraction peak shifts to lower 2θ values
compared to the bulk values, which can be ascribed to
compressive strain in the films.23 Consequently, the inter planar
spacing could be decreased, resulting in the observed increase
in the diffraction angle.18,23

Figure 1. FESEM images of the fabricated (In,Ga)N nanocubes containing (a) 0.2, (b) 0.3, (c) 0.4 indium mole fraction, (d) particle size distrution
histogram of the fabricated nanocubes, and (e, f) HR-TEM images showing the formation of nanocubes.
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The room temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectra
were obtained for the nanocubes containing different indium
fractions (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4) as depicted in Figure 2b.
The tested InGaN nanocubes showed a redshift in the near
band edge (NBE) of InGaN, which increases with increasing
the indium content. All samples showed a weak peak in the
range of 2.9−2.6 eV while other intese peaks appear correspond
to emissions from deep levels at yellow band.24 For all indium
fractions, the emission wavelength shifted nonlinearly with
increasing the indium mole fraction as a result of increasing
complexity of incorporating indium or because of the varying
percentage of defects in each case.

In general, the increase of emission can be partly attributed
to the indium defects. However, adjusting indium mole fraction
limits the increasing high indium content. Therefore, getting an
emission at longer wavelengths (green/yellow) in InGaN
demands combining the low growth temperature with high
indium mole fraction. The increase of emission can also be
attributed to the lattice type in the crystal, depending on the
composition of the reactive indium through the particle
formation process. Therefore, the variations in band gap due
to the in-plane tensile stress in InGaN nanocubes can be
correlated with the redshift of the PL peak position.25

Figure 3a shows the Tauc plots for the drop-casted InGaN
nanoparticles on PET substrates, assuming InGaN nanostruc-

tures to have direct band gap. The band gaps were found to be
2.94, 2.90 2.82, and 2.69 eV for the samples containing indium
fractions of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, respectively. Similar to the PL
spectra, a red-shift in the energy band gap with increasing the
indium content was observed, confirming the formation of
InGaN nanostructures as InGaN has a slightly larger band gap
than that of GaN.26 However, the InGaN nanocubes prepared
with (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4) showed band gaps that were
red-shifted to lower energy compared to that of bulk c-GaN
(3.2 eV).13,14 The red shift in energy gap can be due to the
increase in the crystal intrinsic defects (tensile stress).25,27

Therefore, the red shift of the band gap of different InGaN

Figure 2. (a) XRD of (In,Ga)N nanostructures deposited on PET
substrates and (b) room-temperature photoluminscence spectra of
InGaN nanocubes containing different indium mole fractions.

Table 1. Values of the Calculated Indium Content

component
calcd x
ratio 2θ d (Å) a(Å)

NPs
(nm)

energy
band (eV)

InN (x = 1) 39.75 2.617 7.402 0.753
GaN (x = 0) 40.42 2.660 7.524 3.211
InGaN1
(x = 0.1)

0.2 40.28 2.651 7.450 9 2.49

InGaN2
(x = 0.2)

0.33 40.20 2.646 7.484 14 2

InGaN3
(x = 0.3)

0.465 40.10 2.640 7.467 16 1.71

InGaN4
(x = 0.4)

0.6 40.00 2.634 7.450 38 1.4

Figure 3. (a) Tauc polts for the (In,Ga)N nanocubes containing
different Indium contents and (b) the room-temperature Raman
spectra for the InGaN nanocubes containing different indium
contents. Raman spectra were acquired using a Jobin-Yvon HR 800
UV system with an Ar ion laser (514.5 nm) excitation source.
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nanocubes from 2.95 to 2.65 eV can be attributed to the
compositional fluctuation of In.
Figure 3b shows the room-temperature Raman spectra of the

InGaN samples containing different fractions of indium (0.1 ≤
x ≤ 0.4). The spectra show peaks corresponding to both the
TO and LO high modes of the InGaN alloy. Note that the
peaks are down-shifted with increasing the indium content in
the material. In the Ga-rich samples, all modes are close to
those of bulk GaN (LO) = 733 cm−1, TO = 566 cm−1,18,28 and
approach the frequency values of bulk InN, which are A1(LO)
= 585 cm−1 and TO = 455.7 cm−1.29 Figure 3b shows that this
feature is also shifted to lower frequencies upon increasing the
indium content,28,30 in agreement with the PL and XRD results.
Attaining p-type GaN and AlGaN with high conductivity is a

very complex process. This is mainly due to the Mg-acceptor, a
commonly used p-type dopant, which has high activation
energy (Ea). Studies have shown the intricacy of p-type doping
in comparatively high indium content InGaN alloys. This can
be attributed to the existence of defects such as nitrogen and/or
oxygen vacancies, resulting in high background electron
concentrations.31 The electrical properties of p-type
In0.1Ga0.9N:Mg alloys at room temperature were plotted as
functions of the doping ratio as shown in Figure 4. Noticeable

changes in mobility and resistivity occurred with increasing the
concentration of holes in the samples. The hole’s mobility
decreases with increasing the concentration of holes, whereas
the resistivity increases. It was shown that the hole
concentration constantly increases from 6.2 × 1016 (when
doping ratio = 0.005) for In0.1Ga0.9N to 2.3 × 1018 cm−3 (when
doping ratio = 0.25), whereas the hole mobility (μh) was found
to decrease from 0.92 to 0.1 cm2 /(V s) as the doping ratio
increases from 0.005 to 0.025.
The dependence of resistivity (ρ) on the doping ratio

indicates that ρ increases as the doping ratio increases, reaching
a maximum value of 1.6 × 10−3 Ohm cm at a doping ratio of
0.025. This ρ value is among the lowest reported for p-type
InGaN prepared by chemical method. The highly obtained μh

values may reflect the high quality of the material, which leads
to lower values of ρ, thereby significantly improving device
performance for a plethors of applications. The observed
decrease in hole concentration for p-type In0.1Ga0.9N, with
doping ratio of 5 × 10−3 is a result of hole compensation effect
by background electrons.32

Figure 5a shows the current−voltage (I−V) characteristics
for the p-n InGaN nanocube homojunctions. The I−V
characteristics of the sample with indium fraction of x = 0.3
suggest comparatively larger leakage current (bias-dependent)
as compared to the samples with In fractions of x = 0.1, 0.2, and
0.4, which affects the overall efficiency of the devices. The
leakage current possibly arises during tunnelling by carriers via
defect levels, such as V defects and threading dislocations.33

This is an indication that the density of defects in the sample
with indium fraction of x = 0.3 is higher than those in the
sample containg x = 0.2, which is consistent with the decrease
of JSC. Recombination currents can also be caused by
mechanical scratches, which are widely used as “‘model
defects”’ to study the recombination current produced by
extended defects. Comparative analysis based on diamond
scratches in ideally behaving cells formed from different loads
has also shown the direct relationship between the magnitude
of the scratch-induced recombination current and the degree of
load-induced disturbance of the crystal.34

The efficiency (η) of the fabricated solar cell devices has been
estimated from the cell parameters, short circuit current density
(JSC), open-circuit voltage (VOC), and fill factor (FF), using eqs
4 and 535 and listed in Table 2.

=
I V
I V

FF max max

SC OC (4)

η =
I V

P
FFSC OC

in (5)

The illuminated J−V characteristics of the p-n InGaN/PET
homojunction solar cells are shown in Figure 5b, wheras a
summary of their relative photovoltaic and electronic
parameters is listed in Table 2. The sample containg 0.4
indium mole fraction exhibited the maximum average
conversion efficiency of 1.17%. In general, the optimally
obtained solar cells showed a 1.19% power-conversion
efficiency under 30 mW/cm2 intensity, which is higher than
that reported by heterojunction solar cell grown using
MOVPE.36 This is possibly due to the lower series (RS) and
shunt (Rsh) resistances recorded in this work.37 In this study,
the Rs of the devices were obtained following the method
proposed in previous studies.37 The calculated values are also
listed in Table 2.
The solar cells fabricated based on In0.4Ga1−0.4N exhibited

lower series resistance compared to other samples with lower
indium fractions, which should ensure the flow of high current
at low applied voltages. Generally, the low series resistance can
be related to several factors such as contact resistance,
difference of the emitter thickness, doping concentration, and
mobility.37,38 On the basis of our Hall measurements, the
lowest series resistance was observed for the sample with x =
0.4 with an accompanying higher doping concentration. The
sample also exhibited the highest mobility, as it shows the
lowest resistivity compared to the other samples. Conversely,
higher RS presented by other samples reflect lower doping
concentrations.38,39 The fabricated p-n InGaN/PET homo-

Figure 4. Variation of the hole concentration (p), mobility (μh), and
resistivity (ρh) with doping ratio of p-InGaN films.
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junction structure suggests a distinctive model for an InGaN
nanostructured films on flixible substrate-based solar cell. This
novel approach is an important breakthrough in the develop-
ment of InGaN-nano particles based full-solar-spectrum
photovoltaic success in fabricating InGaN nanoparticles flexible
solar cell, Figure 5d.
In conclusion, InxGa1−xN nanocubes were synthesized by

disolving In(acac)3 and Ga(acac)3 in oleylamine at 90 °C. This
approach allowed the control of indium content as confirmed
by the XRD diffraction spectra, which showed the successful
fabrication of InGaN with different In mole fractions without
phase separation. FESEM and HR-TEM images clearly
indicated the formation of nanocubes. This study is the first
to successfully achieve this synthesis in solar cell application.
Under simulated solar illumination (30 mW/cm2), a maximum
power conversion efficiency of ∼1.19% was attained for p-n
InGaN structures grown on filxible substrate. Ultimately, the
results suggest that the low temperature growth of InGaN
nanostructures using chemical method can be considered a
relatively simple way to synthesize high-performance p-n

InGaN/PET single junction solar cell devices. This study also
demonstrates the exceptional potential of InGaN nanostruc-
tures on PET substrate for use in PV cells.
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Figure 5. J−V characteristics of the InGaN/PET homojunction solar cells (a) in dark, (b) under solar simulation with power of 30 mW/cm2, (c)
schematic diagram of the fabricated solar cell, and (d) a photo showing the solar cell designed on the flexible substrate.

Table 2. J−V Parameters of the InGaN/PET Homojunction Solar Cells with Different Indium Fractions under Illumination (30
mW/cm2)a

x ratio Voc (V) Isc (mA) Vmax (V) Imax (mA) FF η (%) Rseries (× 10−3 Ω)

x = 0.1 0.44 9.9 0.3 8.62 0.59 0.85 84.80
x = 0.2 0.46 11.95 0.31 10.25 0.578 1.06 79.50
x = 0.3 0.44 10.94 0.3 8.62 0.54 0.87 86.00
x = 0.4 0.48 12.45 0.33 10.9 0.6 1.19 71.20

aThe sample area is 1 cm2.
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